: Proteomics data processing and statistical analysis. (A) Proteomics analysis pipeline. Software used to process the mass spectrometry files and analyze the data are shown in the green rectangles. The number of proteins filtered at each step of the data processing are reported in white rectangles and as Venn Diagrams within the blue boxes standing for each of the Supporting Tables S3A, B -C, D. (B) Functional classification of the CAPs identified in both the nuclear ChEP and cytoplasmic fractions (outer ring of donut plot), only the nuclear, or only the cytoplasmic (inner ring) fractions. (C) Heat maps of three protein groups defining the ring, trophozoite, and schizont regions of the TDA network ( Figure 3E) . The topological scores for proteins within the red nodes in the ring region had TopS > 10 in ring and TopS < 3 in the other two, while proteins within the blue schizont nodes had TopS >10 in schizont and TopS < 3 in the other two. To plot these heat maps, the TopS values were normalized ("TopS_norm") to the highest and lowest values (see scale from -1 to 1). (D) Statistical representation of three candidate PfCAPs with predicted CAD domains to illustrate their high TopS values and QSPEC Z-statistics in the schizont stage when compared with ring and trophozoite stages. (Table S1B ). (B) Relative abundance among 12 organisms of CADs selected from k-means clusters 2,3, 5, and 11 (Table S1C). (Figure 2B and Table S2B ). (B) Enlargement of the hierarchical clustering region within the yellow box at the top left of Figure S3A . CAD families present in at least 15 PfCAPs are annotated on the right ( Figure 2B and Table S2B ). (C) Classification of candidate PfCAPs based on their annotation or associated domains (Table S2C) 
